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This compelling book focuses on the global formation of the Internet system. It contests the common belief that the Internet’s adoption was inevitable and instead examines the social and economic processes that allowed to it to prevail over competing standards and methods for achieving a global information infrastructure.  The author demonstrates how the current Internet system was not the only possible choice, nor the best data network in terms of technological and economic performance. It is therefore vital, he argues, to understand the way in which different political and economic interests have helped shaped the Internet and allowed it to overcome rival technologies. Issues of particular importance include the role of negotiations among different social groups in the design of the Internet as well as the influence of US promotion. The author also examines patterns of growth and pervasiveness of the Internet between different regions and countries, providing new evidence on the factors influencing the extent of the ‘digital divide’. Using econometric models, he goes on to identify the features of the co-evolution of the Internet and other sub-systems within countries, and highlights the most interesting features of their local and global interplay.  Researchers and academics involved with science and technology policy, industrial and corporate change, and the information society will welcome this insightful, original and highly pertinent book. It will also be of value for anyone with an interest in how the backbone of the digital economy was formed.     

       About the Author
   
Byung-Keun Kim, Professor, School of Industrial Management, Korea University of Technology and Education, Republic of Korea
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SQL Success - Database Programming ProficiencyRough Guides, 2013

	SQL Success is about problem-solving in SQL. It bridges the gap between dry and dull database theory books, and developer books that focus on giving recipes without explaining sufficiently the reasons behind the recipes or discussing alternative solutions.

	Many developers struggle with SQL due to the contrast between...
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HTML 4 for Dummies, Fourth EditionFor Dummies, 2003
The fun and easy way™ to start building great Web pages
Get the scoop on cascading style sheets, adding images, building frames, and more    

Do you speak HTML? Never fear – this friendly book will save you from getting tangled in the language of the Web. It’s loaded with examples, illustrations, and step-by-step...
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Cyberspace Security and Defense: Research Issues: Proceedings of the NATO Advanced Research Workshop on Cyberspace Security and DefenseSpringer, 2005
Cyberspace security is a critical subject of our times.
On the one hand the development of Internet, mobile communications, distributed computing, computer software and databases storing essential enterprise information has helped to conduct business and personal communication between individual people. On the other hand it has created many...
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C++ CookbookO'Reilly, 2005

	Despite its highly adaptable and flexible nature, C++ is also one of the more complex programming languages to learn. Once mastered, however, it can help you organize and process information with amazing efficiency and quickness.


	The C++ Cookbook will make your path...
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Test-Drive ASP.NET MVCPragmatic Bookshelf, 2010

	
		It's testable. It's light-weight. It's open-source. It's . . . Microsoft?

		

		Yes, finally, Microsoft has figured it out. ASP.NET MVC 2.0 lets you test drive your code, control the output of your HTML, and leverage C# and .NET in an easy-to-use web framework....
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Death by Meeting : A Leadership Fable...About Solving the Most Painful Problem in BusinessJossey-Bass, 2004
In his latest page-turning work of business fiction, best-selling author Patrick Lencioni provides readers with another powerful and thought-provoking book, this one centered around a cure for the most painful yet underestimated problem of modern business: bad meetings. And what he suggests is both simple and revolutionary.

Casey...
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